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Abstract
The elliptic-ﬂow ratio of neutrons with respect to protons in reactions of neutron rich Heavy-Ion at intermediate energies has been
recently proposed as an observable sensitive to the strength of the symmetry term in the nuclear equation of state (EOS) at supra-saturation
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densities. The recent results obtained from the existing FOPI/LAND
data for 197 Au+197 Au collisions at 400 MeV/nucleon in comparison
with the UrQMD model allowed a ﬁrst estimate of the symmetry term
of the EOS but suﬀer from a considerable statistical uncertainty. In
order to obtain an improved data set for Au+Au collisions and to extend the study to other systems, a new experiment was carried out at
the GSI laboratory by the ASY-EOS collaboration in May 2011.

1

Introduction

In May 2011 the data taking of experiment S394 at GSI has been completed.
The symmetric collision systems 197 Au+197 Au, 96 Zr+96 Zr and 96 Ru+96 Ru
at 400 MeV/nucleon incident energies have been measured. The main aim of
the experiment is to measure the ratio of parameters describing the ellipticﬂow of neutrons and hydrogen isotopes in Heavy-Ion collisions at relativistic
energies in order to obtain constraints on the behavior of the symmetry
term of the nuclear equation of state (EOS) at supra-saturation densities
[1]. Recently, an estimate of the high density behavior of the symmetry
energy has been obtained from the re-analysis of the existing FOPI/LAND
data for 197 Au +197 Au collisions at 400 MeV/nucleon. Comparison with
predictions of the UrQMD transport model [2] favors a density dependence
of the potential symmetry term proportional to (ρ/ρ0 )γ with γ = 0.9 ±
0.4 [3]. The sensitivity of the proton-neutron elliptic ﬂow diﬀerence to the
symmetry energy has been more recently conﬁrmed by calculations with the
Tübingen version of the QMD transport model [4]. Moreover better data
would be important to study isospin eﬀects on the momentum dependence
of the in-medium interactions [5]. With the new experiment (S394), an
attempt is being made to considerably improve the previous set of data,
by improving the statistical accuracy of the measured ﬂow parameters for
Au+Au reactions and to extend the ﬂow measurements to other systems.
Indeed the study of isospin eﬀects can be improved using new observable
like the one related to light fragments up to atomic number of about Z=4,
with special emphasis on the light isobar pairs 3 H/3 He and 7 Li/7 Be.

2

Experimental set-up

The Large Area Neutron Detector (LAND) [6], recently upgraded with
new TACQUILA GSI-ASIC electronics, was positioned at laboratory angles
around 45◦ with respect to the beam direction, at a distance of about 5 m
from the target. A veto-wall of plastic scintillators in front of LAND allows
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Figure 1: Schematic view of experimental setup.

discrimination of neutrons and charged particles. In such a way it is possible
to measure the direct and elliptic collective ﬂows of neutrons and hydrogen
isotope at mid-rapidity with high precision in the same angular acceptance.
In addition, the Kraków triple-telescope array [7], covering polar angles between 20◦ and 64◦ at a distance of 40 cm from the target, permitted the
acquisition of data upon yield and collective ﬂows of light charged particles,
up to Z∼ 5, at mid-rapidity. The determination of impact parameter and
the orientation of the reaction plane required the use of several devices: i)
the ALADIN Time-of-Flight plastic wall [8] was used to detect forward emitted charged particles at polar angles smaller than 7◦ ; two walls (front and
rear) of 2.5*100 cm2 plastic scintillators gave information on emission angle,
atomic number and velocity of ions; ii) 50 thin CsI(Tl) elements arranged in
4 rings of the Washington-University μ-ball array [9], covering polar angles
between 60◦ and 147◦ , surrounded the target with the aim of measuring
the distribution of backward emitted particles and to discriminate against
background reactions on non-target material; iii) 352 CsI(Tl), 12 cm thick,
scintillators of the CHIMERA multidetector [10], arranged in 8 rings in 2π
azimuthal coverage around the beam axis, covered polar angles between 7◦
and 20◦ , measuring the light charged particles. In addition thin (300 μm)
Silicon detector were placed in front of 32 (4 by ring) CsI detectors in the
usual ΔE-E conﬁguration. The beam was guided in vacuum to about 2 m
upstream from the target. A thin plastic foil read by two Photo-multipliers
was used to tag in time the beam arrival and acted as a start detector for
time of ﬂight measurement. A schematic view of the experimental set-up is
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Figure 2: left panel: Fast-vs-Slow component scatter plot as obtained with a
CHIMERA CsI(Tl) scintillator placed at a polar angle θlab ∼ 17◦ for Au+Au
reactions at 400 MeV/nucleon; lines of particles stopped and passing through CsI
detector are indicated by arrows; the region highlighted by the square is zoomed on
the right panel, showing (from bottom) lines of H punching through, 1 H stopped,
2
H stopped and 3 H stopped .

given in Fig. 1. With beam intensities of about 105 pps and targets of 1-2%
interaction probability, about 5 ∗ 106 events for each system were collected.
Special runs were performed with and without target, in order to measure
the background from interaction of projectile ions with air, and with iron
shadow bars covering the angular acceptance of LAND in order to measure
neutron background. Data acquisition was performed using the MBS data
acquisition system available at GSI [11]; the CHIMERA data acquisition
was integrated into the MBS system using the time-stamping technique for
data synchronization. The analysis of the collected data has been started
with calibrations of the individual detector systems and with overall quality
checks, and is currently in progress. At the present stage we will report here
only on some preliminary results from CHIMERA data.

3

CHIMERA preliminary results and outlook

Identiﬁcation of Light Charged Particles in CHIMERA CsI(Tl) has been performed using Pulse Shape Analysis based on standard fast-slow techniques;
an example is shown in Fig. 2. We have obtained isotopic identiﬁcation
for p,d,t and 3,4 He ions stopped in the CsI detectors. Particles punching
through the CsI(Tl) can be separated and identiﬁed (only in atomic number)
by particles stopped in the scintillators; in fact the diﬀerence in ionization
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Figure 3: CHIMERA data for Au+Au system; a) transverse velocity versus rapidity
in lab reference system ; b) charge distribution; c) orientation of reaction plane
obtained using Q-vector method ; d) diﬀerence of orientations of reaction plane as
obtained using sub-events mixing technique.

densities dE/dx between stopped and punching through ions results in a
diﬀerent fast/slow ratio. At the lowest fast and slow values, an intense ridge
due to gamma, fast electrons, and background reactions on non-target material is found. For particles heavier than helium, the slow component is
partially saturated, since the gate width for the CsI slow component has
been chosen in order to compromise between a good separation of hydrogen
isotopes and identiﬁcation of Li/Be ions within the codiﬁer’s maximum energy range. The identiﬁcation in CsI has been cross-checked with the one
obtained in the 32 Si-CsI telescopes via ΔE-E technique. In addition, a
digital acquisition sampling technique (14 bit, 50 MHz sampling) was used,
in parallel to the standard analog one, in about 10 % of the detectors. Cross
checking of identiﬁcation between standard analog and digital technique has
been of fundamental importance; more results are given in [12]. Energy calibration of the fast component has been performed via the evaluation of the
punching through points. For particles punching through the detectors, the
total kinetic energy has been evaluated from the measured ΔE using energy
loss tables. As a global result we show in panel a) of Fig. 3 the transverse
velocity versus rapidity in the lab reference system for the Au+Au system.
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Figure 4: Correction curves for the ﬁrst four harmonics vn (n=1-4) of the azimuthal
distribution as a function of the resolution parameter χ. The obtained χ ∼ 1.2
(dashed vertical line) implies a correction factor cos(2Δφ) ∼ 0.48 for the elliptic
ﬂow parameter v2 (dotted horizontal line); picture adapted from [15].

In order to reject fast electrons and background, a threshold of E/A>50
MeV/nucleon has been imposed. In the ﬁgure we can clearly see population
of two intense regions around mid-rapidity and projectile rapidity; panel b)
shows the obtained charge distribution.
An important parameter is the resolution achieved in determining the azimuthal orientation of the reaction plane. It largely determines the uncertainty associated with the determined ﬂow parameters [13]. As a ﬁrst test we
have estimated the reaction plane orientation for events with total charged
particle multiplicity M≥10 in CHIMERA, using the Q-vector method of
Ref. [14]. In order to reject the mid-rapidity region, a cut on laboratory
rapidity y>0.548 (corresponding to y>0.1 in c.m. system) was used. The
obtained reaction plane distribution for a CHIMERA data sample from the
197 Au +197 Au data set is shown in panel c) of Fig. 3; the ﬂatness indicates that the particle angular distributions have not been biased by the
event triggering in the experiment. We also tested the resolution achieved
in reconstructing the reaction plane using the sub-event mixing technique of
Ref. [15]. The distribution of the diﬀerence between the two reaction plane
orientations extracted by the sub-events is reported in panel d) of Fig. 3.
Using the method of [15] we obtain a reaction plane dispersion parameter
χ ∼1.2, resulting in an attenuation of the elliptic ﬂow measurement of ∼
0.5, as illustrated in Fig. 4, showing correction factors for the Fourier parameters of the azimuthal distribution vn of order n as a function of χ. The
analysis performed so far shows that the particle identiﬁcation achieved with
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the CHIMERA detector modules is better than the one estimated in experimental setup simulations. It is to be expected that these values will improve
considerably as soon as the information collected with the Time-of-Flight
wall and μ-ball can be included in the analysis.
Work supported by EU under contract No. FP7-25431 (Hadron-Physics2).
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